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Welcome Message
from the Conference Organizer

Hello! It’s honorable for us to host the Footwear Biomechanics Symposium 
2023. Local committee team members are trying our best to create the 
most exciting conference ever.

The conference theme is “FOOTWEAR FOR EVERYBODY”, the expanding 
roles of footwear science. Performance of footwear is not only for athletes, 
but also for children, adults, elderly people, and disabled people. And, 
performance of footwear is used in not only in competition sports 
environment, but also in various daily activity environment, various 
working environment, for example, transportation environment, 
healthcare delivery environment, and so on. We believe the importance of 
footwear science and footwear biomechanics is expanding.

The conference will be held here in Osaka. Osaka is well known as the 
business city, and you can feel the power and energy of Osaka people. 
Osaka is also well known as the foodie city capital. There are thousands of 
local foods you must try. We believe you will enjoy the exciting days and 
nights. We are looking forward to seeing you soon!

Natsuki Sato,
The Chair of the FBS2023 Organizing Committee
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Conference Sponsors

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor
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Event Sponsor
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Welcome Message
from the FBS executive group

Kathryn Mills Nachiappan 
Chockalingam

Sharon Dixon

On behalf of the Footwear Biomechanics Group Executive, it is our pleasure to 
welcome you to the 16th Biennial Footwear Biomechanics Symposium here in Osaka, 
Japan. We would like to thank the hosts of this meeting, Mizuno, and all the meeting 
sponsors. The local organizing committee has made a tremendous effort to make this 
year’s Symposium program interesting and inclusive, embracing the theme: Footwear 
for everybody. As the chair of the Symposium, Natsuki Sato, has described in his 
welcome message, footwear is not only the realm of athletes and runners but is also a 
tool used by people with a range of abilities to assist with mobility, facilitate 
participation in society, for protection, as part of a uniform and to make an 
individual’s feet look great! The science that will be presented over the next 3 days 
will explore many of these purposes and demonstrate the dynamic and essential role 
of footwear in our societies. Once again, welcome to the 2023 Footwear Biomechanics 
Symposium. We hope you find the next three days informative and enlightening. 

Kathryn Mills, Sharon Dixon and Nachiappan Chockalingam 
On behalf of the FBS executive group
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Access Information
Access to the Cosmosquare Station on the Chu-o Subway Line
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Venue Map
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Venue Maps
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Access Maps

Cosmo square Station
Ticket Gate

Turn left and upstairs Turn right and go straight.

Cross the pedestrian bridgeGo down the stairs on the leftCross the pedestrian crossing

Registration Desk

Quintessa
back entrance

Grand Prince 
main entrance

Go up the stairs in front of the hotel Cross the pedestrian bridge

Go down the stairsGo straight 400m 
along the street

Cross the pedestrian crossing twice

Turn right by the clinic Go straight through the narrow passage Pass through the door

Registration Desk

From the CosmoSquare Station

From the hotel (Grand prince, Quintessa)
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General Information
Venue
1-26-16 Nanko-kita, Suminoe-ku,
Osaka-shi, Osaka 559-8611.

Electricity
The electrical supply in Japan is 100 vlts, 60Hz.

Dress Code
The conference dress code is casual. Emergency Details

In case of emergency, please contact the 
secretariat (+81-70-7822-8887).

Internet
Wireless internet (Wi-Fi) will be available free of 
charge for delegates of FBS2023. Please connect 
to " morinomiya-free " access point. You can connect 
without the password.

Abstracts
Abstracts for FBS2023 can be found in the special 
issue of Footwear Science included in your 
welcome bag. If you are a member of the 
Footwear Biomechanics Group, abstracts are also 
available online at: 
https://fbs2023.footwearbiomechanics.org/2657-2/

Currency
The Japanese Yen is the currency in Japan. All 

No Photo and Videos
Please refrain from taking photos or videos 
inside the Conference Hall.

Name Badges
For security purposes, name badges must be 
worn at all times when attending the congress 
and social events. If you misplace your name 
badge, please visit the Registration Desk to 
arrange a replacement. 

Posters
Posters will be on display from 8:00am on 
26th to 12:00am on 28th in the Gymnastic 
at the Canal Port. Full poster details can be 

Registration
The Registration Desk will be located in the 
main lobby during the time below.

Tipping
In general, the service charge is included in the 
payment in Japan. So there is no need to tip.

Weather
Summer in Japan is extremely hot and 
humid, Please be careful of heatstroke.

Registration Desk
The Registration Desk and the Conference Hall 
are located at the East Port. 

Sponsor Booth
The Sponsor Booths are located in the Gymnastic 
at the Canal Port (next building to East Port). 

In response to the COVID-19
Not nessesary to wear a mask on campus. 
However, Infected persons and persons with 
fever cannot participate in the conference.

Smoking
Smoking is prohibited on the university campus.

Hotel Contact
Grand Prince Hotel Osaka Bay
1-13-11 Nanko-Kita, Suminoe-Ku, Osaka, 559-
0034, Japan
Tel: +81-6-6612-1234
Quintessa Hotel Osaka Bay
1-13-65 Nankokita, Suminoe-ku, Osaka
Tel: +81-6-6613-7007
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Keynote Speakers

"The rich research tapestry that foreshadowed Advanced Footwear Technology 
and what it suggests for the future."
Wednesday, July 26th, 1:00pm

Dr, E. C. “Ned” Fredericka

Exeter Research, Inc., 
Brentwood, NH USA

Dr. Darren J. Stefanyshynb

Human Performance 
Laboratory, University of 
Calgary, AB, Canada

Dr. Wouter Hoogkamerc

Department of Kinesiology, 
University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, MA USA

For more than 45 years, Dr. Frederick has been actively investigating the links 
between performance, biomechanical adaptations, and the mechanical 
characteristics of sport shoes. His meandering career has led him through 
stints as a key executive at two major footwear brands, four academic 
appointments, and long-term consulting partnerships with several sport shoe 
companies. Over the years he has been a collaborator on more than 100 
scientific reports, seven books, and several book chapters. He has been 
granted 18 US and foreign patents and has designed and developed widely 
used instruments for measuring biomechanically relevant mechanical 
characteristics of footwear and materials. He was chair of the Footwear 
Biomechanics Group in 2006-7, is the current editor-in-chief of Footwear 
Science and was the inaugural recipient of the Career Excellence Award in 
Footwear Science in 2019.

Darren Stefanyshyn obtained his PhD in Mechanical Engineering with a 
Specialization in Biomechanics from the University of Calgary. He is a Professor 
in the Human Performance Laboratory and holds an Adjunct appointment in 
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering in the Schulich School of 
Engineering. His research interests include footwear biomechanics, sport 
equipment, performance and injury. For over twenty-five years he has 
collaborated on a wide variety of basic and applied footwear projects with 
numerous industry partners. He is a past Chairperson of the Footwear 
Biomechanics Group, and past Executive Board Member of the Canadian and 
International Societies of Biomechanics. He previously served as an Associate 
Editor of Footwear Science and has authored approximately 150 journal 
research papers and over 300 technical industry reports.

Wouter Hoogkamer, Ph.D. is an assistant professor in the Department of 
Kinesiology at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, where he runs the 
Integrative Locomotion Laboratory (UMILL). His lab uses a comprehensive 
approach to study human locomotion, integrating neurophysiology, 
biomechanics and energetics. Dr. Hoogkamer’s work covers the full health 
spectrum, from gait neuromechanics in older adults with increased fall risk to 
running energetics in sub-elite marathon runners. His lab is currently studying 
robotic footwear for gait rehabilitation, road running shoes, track spikes and 
trail running shoes. He runs daily and is probably the only person to have run 
both a sub 49 seconds 400m and a sub 6 hours 50 mile.

Tel: +81-6-6613-7007
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"Low Running offers a way to make recreational distance running a viable 
physical activity option for more people."
Thursday, July 27th, 10:00am

Keynote Speakers

Dr. Dirk De Clercq 
Biomechanics of Human 
Movement 
Ghent University

Em. Prof. dr. Dirk De Clercq is doing collaborative research at the Laboratory 
for Biomechanics and Motor Control of Human Movement, part of the Sport 
Science Laboratory Jacques Rogge in the Department for Movement and Sport 
Sciences, Ghent University (Belgium). Prof dr. Veerle Segers is head of the 
Biomechanics lab. Our research targets individuals of all ages and of all 
physical abilities and involves both laboratory and field testing. A first research 
line is on locomotion biomechanics and focuses on better understanding and 
the modulation of loading in distance running. In a second line, locomotion 
related injury risk factors are determined and translated to broader 
intervention studies. Subsequently, primary preventions of sports injuries, e.g. 
by augmentation of intrinsic loading capacities, are designed (IMP protocol), 
tested (RCT studies) and evaluated (RE-AIM). In a third line of research we 
perform sports biomechanical analysis in situ. Last years, Dirk combines these 
insights and methods for “tuning” distance running as a life-long healthy 
physical activity.
Funding comes from EU, National scientific funding agencies, Ghent University 
and Charities. Services research is conducted for several international athletic 
footwear companies. Dirk is founding member of the ISB Working Group on 
Functional Footwear, former board member of the Footwear Biomechanics 
Group and member of the Editorial board of Footwear Science. Co-author of 
the 2005 and 2009 NIKE Footwear Research Award from the FBG.
Publications and PhD’s: https://biblio.ugent.be/person/801000542045
University-business collaborations and tech transfer activities are facilitated in 
the framework of the Ghent University consortium www.victoris.be
dirk.declercq@dirk-declercqugent-be

"The importance of prescription footwear for children with neurological 
conditions"
Friday, July 28th, 10:00am

Dr Nicky Eddison
Associate Professor / 
Consultant Orthotist
Staffordshire University and 
the Royal Wolverhampton 
NHS Trust.

Dr Nicky Eddison received her PhD in biomechanical optimisation of ankle-foot 
orthoses and footwear combinations in 2018 from Staffordshire University and 
currently holds the position of Association Professor at the Centre for 
Biomechanics and Rehabilitation Technologies at Staffordshire University. In 
2021, Dr Eddison became the first Consultant Orthotist in the history of the UK 
National Health Service and was recently appointed as the Vice Chair/Chair-
elect of the British Association of Prosthetists and Orthotists.
Dr Eddison has a portfolio of peer-reviewed publications, achieving impact 
within the orthotics profession both nationally and internationally and across 
the wider healthcare domain of Allied Health Professions. Her research 
interests include biomechanical optimisation, prescription footwear, gait 
analysis, digitalisation in healthcare, and health inequalities.
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"Human augmentation researches toward Digital Servitization of Healthcare 
and Sports business"
Thursday, July 27th, 11:40am

Dr. Masaaki Mochimaru 
Human Augmentation 
Research Center 
The National Institute of 
Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology

Invited Speakers

Masaaki Mochimaru studied Mechanical Engineering and Ergonomics at 
Keio University in Japan, where he received his Master in Mechanical 
Engineering and PhD in Engineering. In 1993, he joined The National 
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) as a 
researcher. In 2001, he was assigned as the deputy director of Digital 
Human Laboratory of AIST. In 2010, he launched and directed Digital 
Human Research Center of AIST. Through 2015-2018, he directed Human 
Informatics Research Institute of AIST. After November 2018, he directs a 
new research center, Human Augmentation Research Center of AIST. His 
research interests are related to measurement and modeling of human 
functions and their applications. In recent years, his research interests 
are expanded to service engineering and servitization. Through 1997 to 
2016, he was the chair of ISO TC159 (ergonomics)/SC3 (anthropometry 
and biomechanics). He was appointed as the chair of ISO TC 324 (sharing 
economy) in 2019, and also appointed as the chair of ISO PC 329 
(consumer incident investigation guideline).
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Presentation Guidelines

Oral Session Guidelines
Presentation time : 10 minutes total (include introduction, setup, etc.)

・7 mins for presentation, 2 mins for discussion, 1 min for changeover.

・The bell ring at 6 mins (1min before end) and 7 mins.

Equipments : 

・projector (HDMI-A type cable)

・screen (recommended slides with 16:9 ratio)

・platform

・microphone

・laser pointer (with presentation clicker function)

・pc for the presentation (If you present other than  Microsoft PPT, you can use your own PC)

Others : 

・Presenters should gather on the left front of the conference hall 10 mins before your session.

Upload Guidelines
・The presenters must upload the presentation materials to the designated folder in advance.

Upload your materials from following link by 25th July, 2023.

Link ➡ https://mizuno.app.box.com/f/72bdce94365d455790d5dd06196f9b01

・Set the name of the file as following rule : Present Date_Presentation ID_Your name.pptx

（ex) 230726_O1-1_Daisuke Kogawa.pptx)

Poster Session Guidelines
Display guidelines :

・The poster session will be taken place at Gymnastic hall at the Canal Port.

・The poster panels set up are for A0 size poster (Height 1189 mm x Width 841 mm).

・Pins will be provided for you to affix your poster to the board. 

・You can post your poster from the first day of the symposium (26th July ) until 13:00 on the 

last day of the symposium (28th July).

・Please refer to the venue map on the page 19 for the layout.

Others :

・Removal and collection of poster is the responsibility of the presenter. Posters not removed 

by the 13:00 on the last day will be removed and disposed of by the conference staff.
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Welcome Reception & Closing Banquet

Welcome Reception
Date: 18:00 - 19:30 on Wednesday, July 26th

Venue: SAKURA Café at Sakura Port
Style: Standing Buffet
Attire: Casual
5mins walk from the Conference hall

Closing Banquet
Date: 19:00 - 21:00 on Friday July 28th

Venue: Grand Prince Hotel Osaka Bay
(Former name : Hyatt Regency Osaka)
3rd Floor, Prince Ball room A/B.
Style: Seated Buffet
Attire: Smart Casual 
10mins walk from the Conference hall

Participation fees for these events are included in the registration fee.
Please wear the Name Card and Conference Strap to be recognized as a conference participant.

East Port

West Port

Sakura Port

Canal Port

⇦upstairs to pedestrian bridge

Grand Prince Hotel Osaka Bay

p11
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Social Events
Additional application required to participate Social Events.

Excursion 1
Cup Noodles Museum and KUCHU TEIEN Observatory Tour
・6,000 JPY / per person 

・Departure time 14：00

・Meeting Time 13：45

・Meeting Location : In front of the Grand Prince Hotel Osaka Bay (Hyatt Hotel)

*The exact meeting place will be announced in the final information.

14:45～16:30 17:00～18:00(Disbanding)

=== Cup Noodles Museum === KUCHU TEIEN Observatory ※===by bus

Excursion 2
Takoyaki Cooking and Aquarium (KAIYU-KAN) Tour
・7,500 JPY / per person Minimum number of participants: 25

・Departure time 14：30

・Meeting Time 14：15

・Meeting Location : In front of the Grand Prince Hotel Osaka Bay (Hyatt Hotel)

*The exact meeting place will be announced in the final information.

14:45～15:45                                    16:00～18:00                         18:30 (Disbanding)

=== Takoyaki Cooking at MUGEN ---- KAIYU-KAN / Free time === Dotonbori Area

※=== : by bus ---- on foot

*The order of visiting Takoyaki Experience and Kaiyukan is subject to change. Please 
understand this in advance.
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FBG Career Excellence Award

Dr. Joseph Hamill
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst

It is with great honor that the Footwear Biomechanics Group present the Career Excellence 
Award in Footwear Science to Dr. Joseph Hamill. Dr. Joseph Hamill completed his 
undergraduate degrees at York University (BA) and Concordia University (BS) and graduate 
work in Biomechanics at the University of Oregon (M.S., Ph.D.). He is a Professor Emeritus in 
the Department of Kinesiology at the University of Massachusetts Amherst and holds visiting 
positions at the Universities of Edinburgh (Scotland), Limerick (Ireland), Staffordshire 
(England), and Ostrava (Czech Republic). Over his career, he has authored over 500 research 
papers, proceedings and abstracts, 21 book chapters and 11 books in addition to presenting 
over 300 papers at both national and international conferences. He has been an invited 
speaker at numerous universities in the United States and around the world. He is a Fellow 
of the Research Consortium, ISB, ASB, CSB, ISBS, ACSM and the National Academy of 
Kinesiology. He has been awarded the James G. Hay Award from ASB, the Ruth Glassow
Award from the Biomechanics Academy and a Career Achievement Award from ACSM. 
During his academic career, he has mentored over 60 PhD and MS students and 10 honors’ 
students. His research interests are focused on lower extremity biomechanics during normal 
and pathological locomotion. His current projects include studies on coordination variability 
in the determination of cumulative micro-trauma injuries and the interaction of 
biomechanical and anatomical factors in overuse injuries. Professionally, he has served as 
the Chair of the Footwear Biomechanics Group and as President of the International Society 
of Biomechanics and the International Society of Biomechanics in Sports, as well as playing a 
key role as Associate Editor of the journal Footwear Science during its formative stages for 
more than ten years. Over his career, his ideas have been foundational for many of the 
theoretical constructs in Footwear Science. 
Previous recipients of this prestigious award include Dr. Ned Frederick (2019) and Dr. Benno 
Nigg (2021). 
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Program Overview
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Oral Sessions
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Poster Session Layout
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Poster Sessions
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